The Love Bundle Project

The Love Bundle is a special project for women who choose adoption or relinquish their infant using the Safe Haven law. If the woman provides a mailing address, NSHA will send her a gift package, specially wrapped with love. This choice is not made easily for a parent, and our goal is to ensure that they receive care, kindness, and love, along with professional resources to access the support they need.

NSHA’s Crisis Response Team receives calls from parents in crisis and, with comprehensive training, they are equipped to provide safe alternatives to prevent infant abandonment. These cases are often difficult and emotional, but NSHA wants to ensure every mother receives the love and support they need - especially during this difficult time.

The Love Bundle Project is designed to provide encouragement, kindness, and support to a mother in need. Each Love Bundle Box includes one women’s bible study book, a journal, a Walmart or Target gift card, a note to the mother, jewelry (Be Brave bracelet, angel wing bracelet, or Haven necklace), and one surprise gift.

There are two ways to participate in the Love Bundle Project:

1. A donation of $100.00 will provide all of the listed items and a gift card for a parent in need. To donate, visit our website’s donation page.

2. Host a Love Bundle fundraiser! Inviting your friends, family, coworkers, and local community to donate the listed items. Send the box to NSHA (with or without gift wrap), and NSHA will send the box to a mother who made the brave decision to Safe Haven her infant.